Appendix C: Survey Instruments

Previous Respondents

Thank you for participating in Brandeis University's ongoing long-term study of (TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_16) in their 20s and 30s. This short survey will take about 12 minutes to complete and when you are done you will receive a $25 Amazon.com gift card to thank you for your time! Your responses are very valuable - they will help Jewish organizations better understand the interests of Jewish young adults.

This survey is conducted by the Cohen Center for Modern Jewish Studies at Brandeis University. Your individual responses will be kept strictly confidential.

If you have any questions or difficulty accessing the survey, please reply to this email or call Dina Bleckman at 781-736-3821.

Leonard Saxe, PhD
Director
Cohen Center for Modern Jewish Studies
Brandeis University
www.brandeis.edu/cmjs

There are 168 questions in this survey

About You

1 [AYboiler] We will start off by asking you a few questions about yourself.

2 [country] Do you currently live in...

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ☐ The United States
- ☐ Canada
- ☐ Israel
- ☐ Another country (please specify):
3 [ZIP] What is the ZIP code where you currently live?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was A1 'The United States' at question '2 [country]' (Do you currently live in...)

Please write your answer here:

4 [CANzip] What is the postal code where you currently live?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was A2 'Canada' at question '2 [country]' (Do you currently live in...)

Please write your answer here:

5 [student] Are you currently a student in a degree-granting program at a college or university?

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No

6 [schooltype] What level of schooling are you currently enrolled in?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was Y 'Yes' at question '5 [student]' (Are you currently a student in a degree-granting program at a college or university?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ☐ Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)
- ☐ Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)
- ☐ Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)
- ☐ Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)
- ☐ Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)
- ☐ Other
7 [schoolyr] Are you currently a...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was A2 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' at question '6 [schooltype]' (What level of schooling are you currently enrolled in?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ○ First year (Freshman)
- ○ Second year (Sophomore)
- ○ Third year (Junior)
- ○ Fourth year (Senior)
- ○ Other (please specify):

8 [degree] What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ○ High school or less
- ○ Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)
- ○ Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)
- ○ Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)
- ○ Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)
- ○ Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)
- ○ Other. Please explain
9 [sponsorattendp] As an undergraduate, did you ever attend events sponsored by:

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

-------- Scenario 1 --------

Answer was A1 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' at question '6 [schooltype]' (What level of schooling are you currently enrolled in?) and Answer was A2 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' at question '6 [schooltype]' (What level of schooling are you currently enrolled in?)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Answer was -oth 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?) and Answer was A1 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?) and Answer was A2 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?) and Answer was A3 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?) and Answer was A4 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?) and Answer was A5 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?)

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Don't Remember</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hillel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chabad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Jewish fraternity or sorority (e.g., AEPi)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another campus-based Jewish group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10 [sponsorattendp] What was this other campus-based Jewish group?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was A1 'Yes' at question '9 [sponsorattendp]' (As an undergraduate, did you ever attend events sponsored by:  
(Another campus-based Jewish group))

Please write your answer here:

11 [jwstcourse] As an undergraduate, did you take any courses specifically focusing on Israel or on Jewish subjects, such as Jewish history, the Holocaust, or Hebrew?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° 

-------- Scenario 1 --------

Answer was A1 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?) and Answer was A1 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?) and Answer was A2 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?) and Answer was A3 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?) and Answer was A4 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?) and Answer was A5 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Answer was A1 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' at question '6 [schooltype]' (What level of schooling are you currently enrolled in?) and Answer was A2 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' at question '6 [schooltype]' (What level of schooling are you currently enrolled in?) and Answer was A3 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' at question '6 [schooltype]' (What level of schooling are you currently enrolled in?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No
- [ ] Don't Remember
**12 [jnow]Do you consider yourself to be...**

Please choose **only one** of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("*)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("*)

- Secular/Culturally Jewish
- Just Jewish
- Reform
- Conservative
- Reconstructionist
- Orthodox
- No religion
- Other

**13 [relobserve]Do you consider yourself...**

Please choose **only one** of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("*)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("*)

- Very religiously observant
- Somewhat religiously observant
- A little religiously observant
- Not at all religiously observant
Your Upbringing

14 [YUboiler] Now we will ask you a few questions about your upbringing.

15 [birthcountry] In what country were you born?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""

- ○ The United States
- ○ Canada
- ○ Israel
- ○ The Former Soviet Union
- ○ Other

16 [language] What languages were spoken in your home while you were growing up (check all that apply)?

Please choose all that apply:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""

- ☐ English
- ☐ French
- ☐ Hebrew
- ☐ Russian
- ☐ Spanish
- ☐ Other:
17 [JRaised] Were you raised...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Your missing data is 1 and Your missing data is 11 and Your missing data is 12 and Your missing data is 13 and Your missing data is 15 and Your missing data is 5 and Your missing data is 6 and Your missing data is 7

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""")

- ☐ Secular/Culturally Jewish
- ☐ Just Jewish
- ☐ Reform
- ☐ Conservative
- ☐ Reconstructionist
- ☐ Orthodox
- ☐ No religion
- ☐ Other

18 [ParIntmar] Were you raised by...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Your missing data is 1 and Your missing data is 11 and Your missing data is 12 and Your missing data is 13 and Your missing data is 15 and Your missing data is 5 and Your missing data is 6 and Your missing data is 7

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""")

- ☐ Two Jews
- ☐ A Jew and a non-Jew
- ☐ Two non-Jews
- ☐ A Jew
- ☐ A non-Jew
19 [Onejewpar] Was the Jewish person who raised you...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
°

-------- Scenario 1 --------

Answer was 2 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '18 [ParIntmar]' (Were you raised by...) and Answer was 4 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '18 [ParIntmar]' (Were you raised by...)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Your rs raised by is 1

Please choose only one of the following:

- Female
- Male

20 [HSritual] During your high school years, did...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Your missing data is 11 and Your missing data is 12 and Your missing data is 14 and Your missing data is 15 and Your missing data is 2 and Your missing data is 5 and Your missing data is 8 and Your missing data is 9

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("""")

Someone in your home regularly light Shabbat candles? Yes No
Your family regularly have a special Shabbat meal? Yes No
Your family hold or attend a Seder? Yes No
Your family celebrate Hannukah? Yes No
Your family keep kosher at home? Yes No
21 [hsshabmealalone] During your high school years did your family regularly have a special Shabbat meal?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Your missing data is 0 and Your missing data is 1 and Your missing data is 10 and Your missing data is 13 and Your missing data is 3 and Your missing data is 4 and Your missing data is 6 and Your missing data is 7

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No

22 [SunSchoolYN] During grades 1-12, did you ever attend a supplementary Jewish school, like Hebrew or Sunday school?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Your missing data is 10 and Your missing data is 11 and Your missing data is 13 and Your missing data is 14 and Your missing data is 15 and Your missing data is 3 and Your missing data is 6 and Your missing data is 8

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No
23 [SunSchoolYrs] For how many years did you attend such a school?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 'Y'Yes' at question '22 [SunSchoolYN]' (During grades 1-12, did you ever attend a supplementary Jewish school, like Hebrew or Sunday school?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- 1 or less
- 2
- 3
- 4
- 5
- 6
- 7
- 8
- 9
- 10
- 11
- 12 or more

24 [DaySchoolYN] During grades 1-12, did you ever attend a full time Jewish day school?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Your missing data is 10 and Your missing data is 11 and Your missing data is 13 and Your missing data is 14 and Your missing data is 15 and Your missing data is 3 and Your missing data is 6 and Your missing data is 8

Please choose only one of the following:

- Yes
- No
25 [DaySchoolYrs] For how many years did you attend such a school?

* Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
  * Answer was 'Yes' at question '24 [DaySchoolYN]' (During grades 1-12, did you ever attend a full time Jewish day school?)

Please choose **only one** of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- 1 or less
- 2
- 3
- 4
- 5
- 6
- 7
- 8
- 9
- 10
- 11
- 12 or more
26 [HSfriends] During your high school years, how many of your close friends were Jewish?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- [ ] None
- [ ] A few
- [ ] Half
- [ ] Most
- [ ] All

27 [Bmitz] Did you have a bar/bat mitzvah ceremony?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- [ ] Yes, at age 12 or 13
- [ ] Yes, at age 14 or later
- [ ] No

28 [Camp] Did you attend an overnight camp that had Shabbat services or a Jewish educational program while growing up?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

* Your missing data is 10 and Your missing data is 12 and Your missing data is 13 and Your missing data is 14 and Your missing data is 15 and Your missing data is 4 and Your missing data is 7 and Your missing data is 9

Please choose only one of the following:

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No
29 [campyrs] For how many years did you attend such a camp?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 'Yes' at question '28 [Camp]' (Did you attend an overnight camp that had Shabbat services or a Jewish educational program while growing up?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ○ 1 or less
- ○ 2
- ○ 3
- ○ 4
- ○ 5
- ○ 6
- ○ 7
- ○ 8 or more years

30 [YouthGroup] During your high school years, were you a member of a Jewish youth group?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Your missing data is 10 and Your missing data is 12 and Your missing data is 13 and Your missing data is 14 and Your missing data is 15 and Your missing data is 4 and Your missing data is 7 and Your missing data is 9

Please choose only one of the following:

- ○ Yes
- ○ No
31 [YouthGroupList] What group was that?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 'Yes' at question '30 [YouthGroup]' (During your high school years, were you a member of a Jewish youth group?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ☐ BBYO (Formerly the B'nai B'rith Youth Organization)
- ☐ NFTY (North American Federation of Temple Youth)
- ☐ USY (United Synagogue Youth)
- ☐ NCSY (Formerly the National Conference of Synagogue Youth)
- ☐ Young Judea
- ☐ Other

People in Your Life

32 [PLboiler] The next section will ask you questions about people in your life.

33 [friends] How many of your close friends are Jewish?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ☐ None
- ☐ A few
- ☐ Half
- ☐ Most
- ☐ All
34 [married] What is your marital status?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ○ Never Married
- ○ Engaged to be married
- ○ Living with a life partner
- ○ Married
- ○ In a civil union
- ○ Separated / divorced
- ○ Widowed

35 [Stilmar] Are you still married to the person you were married to in ?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

-------- Scenario 1 --------

Your marwave12 is 1 and Answer was 1'Married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Your marwave12 is 2 and Answer was 1'Married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ○ Yes
- ○ No
36 [NewSpBoiler] We will now ask you some questions about your current spouse.

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 2 'No' at question '35 [Stilmar]' (Are you still married to the person you were married to in {TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3}?)
37 [mardate]In what year did you and your spouse get married?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

-------- Scenario 1 --------

Answer was 1'Married' or 'In a civil union' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2'Married' or 'In a civil union' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 6'Married' or 'In a civil union' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2'No' at question '35 [Stilmar]' (Are you still married to the person you were married to in {TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3}?)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Your marwave12 is 1 and Answer was 1'Yes' at question '35 [Stilmar]' (Are you still married to the person you were married to in {TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3}?)

-------- or Scenario 3 --------

Your marwave12 is 0 and Answer was 1'Married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ○ 1998 or earlier
- ○ 1999
- ○ 2000
- ○ 2001
- ○ 2002
- ○ 2003
- ○ 2004
- ○ 2005
- ○ 2006
- ○ 2007
- ○ 2008
- ○ 2009
- ○ 2010
- ○ 2011
- ○ 2012
38 [fspmardate] In what year did you and your former spouse get married?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 5 'Separated / divorced' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ 1998 or earlier
- ☐ 1999
- ☐ 2000
- ☐ 2001
- ☐ 2002
- ☐ 2003
- ☐ 2004
- ☐ 2005
- ☐ 2006
- ☐ 2007
- ☐ 2008
- ☐ 2009
- ☐ 2010
- ☐ 2011
- ☐ 2012
39 [cohabit] Prior to marrying your spouse, did you live together for any length of time?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""")

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No
40 [cohabityr] In what year did you and your spouse start living together?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1 'Yes' at question '39 [cohabit]' (Prior to marrying your spouse, did you live together for any length of time?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ 1998 or earlier
- ☐ 1999
- ☐ 2000
- ☐ 2001
- ☐ 2002
- ☐ 2003
- ☐ 2004
- ☐ 2005
- ☐ 2006
- ☐ 2007
- ☐ 2008
- ☐ 2009
- ☐ 2010
- ☐ 2011
- ☐ 2012
### 41 [rabi]Did any of the following officiate at your wedding ceremony?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

* 

-------- Scenario 1 --------

Your marwave12 is 0 and Answer was 'Married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Answer was 2 'No' at question '35 [Stilmar]' (Are you still married to the person you were married to in (TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3)?)

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A rabbi or cantor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A non-Jewish clergy member</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A non-religious officiant, such as a justice of the peace or a friend</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another type of officiant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
42 [RabbiWhat] What type of officiant was that?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 1'Yes' at question '41 [rabbi]' (Did any of the following officiate at your wedding ceremony? (Another type of officiant))

Please write your answer here:

43 [spjewpars] Was your spouse raised by.....

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
°-------- Scenario 1 --------

Your marwave12 is 0 and Answer was 1'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Answer was 2'No' at question '35 [Stilmar]' (Are you still married to the person you were married to in [TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3]?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (''

- ○ Two Jews
- ○ A Jew and a non-Jew
- ○ Two non-Jews
- ○ A Jew
- ○ A non-Jew
Was your spouse raised...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

-------- Scenario 1 --------

Your marwave12 is 0 and Answer was 1 'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2 'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Answer was 2 'No' at question '35 [Stilmar]' (Are you still married to the person you were married to in [TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3]?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- [ ] Jewish
- [ ] Christian
- [ ] No religion
- [ ] Other
45 [spjew] Is your spouse currently...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
°

-------- Scenario 1 --------

Your marwave12 is 0 and Answer was 1 'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2 'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Answer was 2 'No' at question '35 [Stilmar]' (Are you still married to the person you were married to in [TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3]?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- Jewish
- Christian
- No religion
- Other
46 [spconvert] Did your spouse formally convert to Judaism?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

--------- Scenario 1 ---------

Your marwave12 is 0 and Answer was 1 'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2 'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was -oth 'Christian' or 'No religion' or 'Other' at question '44 [spjewraised]' (Was your spouse raised...) and Answer was 2 'Christian' or 'No religion' or 'Other' at question '44 [spjewraised]' (Was your spouse raised...) and Answer was 2 'Christian' or 'No religion' or 'Other' at question '44 [spjewraised]' (Was your spouse raised...) and Answer was 4 'Christian' or 'No religion' or 'Other' at question '44 [spjewraised]' (Was your spouse raised...) and Answer was 1 'Jewish' at question '45 [spjew]' (Is your spouse currently...)

--------- or Scenario 2 ---------

Answer was -oth 'Jewish' or 'Christian' or 'No religion' or 'Other' at question '44 [spjewraised]' (Was your spouse raised...) and Answer was 1 'Jewish' or 'Christian' or 'No religion' or 'Other' at question '44 [spjewraised]' (Was your spouse raised...) and Answer was 2 'Jewish' or 'Christian' or 'No religion' or 'Other' at question '44 [spjewraised]' (Was your spouse raised...) and Answer was 4 'Jewish' or 'Christian' or 'No religion' or 'Other' at question '44 [spjewraised]' (Was your spouse raised...) and Answer was 1 'Jewish' at question '45 [spjew]' (Is your spouse currently...) and Answer was 2 'No' at question '35 [Stilmar]' (Are you still married to the person you were married to in {TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3}?)

--------- or Scenario 3 ---------

Your marwave12 is 1 and Your marwave1conv is 1 and Answer was 1 'Yes' at question '35 [Stilmar]' (Are you still married to the person you were married to in {TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3}?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- Yes
- No
47 [spconvertyr] What year did that conversion take place?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1 'Yes' at question '46 [spconvert]' (Did your spouse formally convert to Judaism?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ○ 1998 or earlier
- ○ 1999
- ○ 2000
- ○ 2001
- ○ 2002
- ○ 2003
- ○ 2004
- ○ 2005
- ○ 2006
- ○ 2007
- ○ 2008
- ○ 2009
- ○ 2010
- ○ 2011
- ○ 2012
48 [spBRI]Has your spouse ever gone on a Birthright Israel trip?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

-------- Scenario 1 --------

Your marwave12 is 0 and Answer was 1'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 1'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '43 [spjewpars]' (Was your spouse raised by.....) and Answer was 2'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '43 [spjewpars]' (Was your spouse raised by.....) and Answer was 4'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '43 [spjewpars]' (Was your spouse raised by.....)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Your marwave12 is 0 and Answer was 1'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 1'Jewish' at question '45 [spjew]' (Is your spouse currently...) and Answer was 1'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '43 [spjewpars]' (Was your spouse raised by.....) and Answer was 2'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '43 [spjewpars]' (Was your spouse raised by.....) and Answer was 4'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '43 [spjewpars]' (Was your spouse raised by.....)

-------- or Scenario 3 --------

Answer was 1'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '43 [spjewpars]' (Was your spouse raised by.....) and Answer was 2'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '43 [spjewpars]' (Was your spouse raised by.....) and Answer was 4'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '43 [spjewpars]' (Was your spouse raised by.....) and Answer was 2'No' at question '35 [Stilmar]' (Are you still married to the person you were married to in {TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3}?)

-------- or Scenario 4 --------

Answer was 1'Jewish' at question '45 [spjew]' (Is your spouse currently...) and Answer was 2'No' at question '35 [Stilmar]' (Are you still married to the person you were married to in {TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3}?)

-------- or Scenario 5 --------

Your marwave12 is 1 and Your marwave1Jew is 1 and Answer was 1'Yes' at question '35 [Stilmar]' (Are you still married to the person you were married to in {TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3}?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No
49 [spMeet] Thinking back to when you first met your spouse, would you say that the two of you met in a Jewish setting?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

* 

-------- Scenario 1 --------

Your marwave12 is 0 and Answer was 1 'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2 'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Answer was 2 'No' at question '35 [Stilmar]' (Are you still married to the person you were married to in {TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3}?)

-------- or Scenario 3 --------

Your marwave12 is 1 and Answer was 1 'Yes' at question '35 [Stilmar]' (Are you still married to the person you were married to in {TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3}?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ○ Yes
- ○ No
- ○ Unsure if Jewish setting
- ○ Don't remember
50 [spMeet2] How did you first meet your spouse?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

* 

-------- Scenario 1 --------

Your marwave12 is 0 and Answer was 1'Married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Answer was 2'No' at question '35 [Stilmar]' (Are you still married to the person you were married to in [TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3]?)

-------- or Scenario 3 --------

Your marwave12 is 1 and Answer was 1'Yes' at question '35 [Stilmar]' (Are you still married to the person you were married to in [TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_3]?)

Please write your answer here:

51 [spmarsatisfy] Taking things all together, how would you describe your marriage?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

* Answer was 1'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- □ Very happy
- □ Pretty happy
- □ Somewhat happy
- □ Not at all happy
52 [spmarfriends]Think about YOUR five closest friends other than your spouse.
How many of these friends does your spouse also consider friends?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 1 'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2 'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- 0
- 1
- 2
- 3
- 4
- 5
53 [fspdivyr] In what year did you and your former spouse separate?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 5 'Separated / divorced' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- [ ] 1998 or earlier
- [ ] 1999
- [ ] 2000
- [ ] 2001
- [ ] 2002
- [ ] 2003
- [ ] 2004
- [ ] 2005
- [ ] 2006
- [ ] 2007
- [ ] 2008
- [ ] 2009
- [ ] 2010
- [ ] 2011
54 [fspjewpars] Was your former spouse raised by...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 5 'Separated / divorced' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')
Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ○ Two Jews
- ○ A Jew and a non-Jew
- ○ Two non-Jews
- ○ A Jew
- ○ A non-Jew

55 [fspjewraised] Was your former spouse raised...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 5 'Separated / divorced' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')
Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ○ Jewish
- ○ Christian
- ○ No religion
- ○ Other
56 [fspjew] Before you separated, was your former spouse...?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 5 'Separated / divorced' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ☐ Jewish
- ☐ Christian
- ☐ No religion
- ☐ Other

57 [fspouseBRI] Has your former spouse ever gone on a Birthright Israel trip?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* -------- Scenario 1 --------

Answer was 5 'Separated / divorced' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 1 'Jewish' at question '56 [fspjew]' (Before you separated, was your former spouse...?)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Answer was 5 'Separated / divorced' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 1 'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '54 [fspjewpars]' (Was your former spouse raised by...) and Answer was 2 'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '54 [fspjewpars]' (Was your former spouse raised by...) and Answer was 4 'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '54 [fspjewpars]' (Was your former spouse raised by...)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No
- ☐ Don't know
58 [fspmeet] Thinking back to when you first met your former spouse, would you say that the two of you met in a Jewish setting?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 5 'Separated / divorced' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ○ Yes
- ○ No
- ○ Unsure if Jewish setting
- ○ Don’t remember

59 [fspmeet2] How did you first meet your former spouse?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 5 'Separated / divorced' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please write your answer here:
60 [dspyear] In what year did your spouse pass away?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 6 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ 1998 or earlier
- ☐ 1999
- ☐ 2000
- ☐ 2001
- ☐ 2002
- ☐ 2003
- ☐ 2004
- ☐ 2005
- ☐ 2006
- ☐ 2007
- ☐ 2008
- ☐ 2009
- ☐ 2010
- ☐ 2011
- ☐ 2012
61 [dspjewpars] Was your spouse raised by...

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("”)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("”)

- ☐ Two Jews
- ☐ A Jew and a non-Jew
- ☐ Two non-Jews
- ☐ A Jew
- ☐ A non-Jew

62 [dspjewraised] Was your spouse raised...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 6’Widowed’ at question ‘34 [married]’ (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("”)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("”)

- ☐ Jewish
- ☐ Christian
- ☐ No religion
- ☐ Other
63 [dspjew] As an adult, was your spouse...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 6‘Widowed’ at question ‘34 [married]’ (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (‘’)
Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (‘’)

- ○ Jewish
- ○ Christian
- ○ No religion
- ○ Other

64 [dspouseBRI] Did your spouse ever go on a Birthright Israel trip?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
*

-------- Scenario 1 --------

Answer was 6‘Widowed’ at question ‘34 [married]’ (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 1‘Jewish’ at question ‘63 [dspjew]’ (As an adult, was your spouse...)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Answer was 6‘Widowed’ at question ‘34 [married]’ (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 1‘Two Jews’ or ‘A Jew and a non-Jew’ or ‘A Jew’ at question ‘61 [dspjewpars]’ (Was your spouse raised by...) and Answer was 2‘Two Jews’ or ‘A Jew and a non-Jew’ or ‘A Jew’ at question ‘61 [dspjewpars]’ (Was your spouse raised by...) and Answer was 4‘Two Jews’ or ‘A Jew and a non-Jew’ or ‘A Jew’ at question ‘61 [dspjewpars]’ (Was your spouse raised by...)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (‘’)
Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (‘’)

- ○ Yes
- ○ No
- ○ Don’t know
65 [dspemeet] Thinking back to when you first met your spouse, would you say that the two of you met in a Jewish setting?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 6'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- Yes
- No
- Unsure if Jewish setting
- Don’t remember

66 [dspmeet2] How did you first meet your spouse?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 6'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please write your answer here:

67 [fncjewpars] Was your fiancé/fiancée raised by...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 3'Engaged to be married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- Two Jews
- A Jew and a non-Jew
- Two non-Jews
- A Jew
- A non-Jew
68 [fncjewraised] Was your fiancé/fiancée raised...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was '3'Engaged to be married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose **only one** of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ○ Jewish
- ○ Christian
- ○ No religion
- ○ Other

69 [fncjew] Is your fiancé/fiancée currently...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was '3'Engaged to be married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose **only one** of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ○ Jewish
- ○ Christian
- ○ No religion
- ○ Other
70 [fncBRI] Has your fiancé/fiancée ever gone on a Birthright Israel trip?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

* 

-------- Scenario 1 --------

Answer was 3 'Engaged to be married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 1 'Jewish' at question '69 [fncjew]' (Is your fiancé/fiancée currently...)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Answer was 3 'Engaged to be married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 1 'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '67 [fncjewpars]' (Was your fiancé/fiancée raised by...) and Answer was 2 'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '67 [fncjewpars]' (Was your fiancé/fiancée raised by...) and Answer was 4 'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '67 [fncjewpars]' (Was your fiancé/fiancée raised by...)

Please choose **only one** of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ○ Yes
- ○ No
- ○ Don't know

71 [fncmeet] Thinking back to when you first met your fiancé/fiancée, would you say that the two of you met in a Jewish setting?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

* Answer was 3 'Engaged to be married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose **only one** of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ○ Yes
- ○ No
- ○ Unsure if Jewish setting
- ○ Don't remember
72 [fncmeet2] How did you first meet your fiancé/fiancée?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 3'Engaged to be married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please write your answer here:

73 [fnccohabit] Are you currently living with your fiancé/fiancée?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 3'Engaged to be married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""")

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No
In what year did you and your fiancé/fiancée start living together?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
- Answer was 3'Engaged to be married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 1'Yes' at question '73 [fnccohabit]' (Are you currently living with your fiancé/fiancée?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ○ 1998 or earlier
- ○ 1999
- ○ 2000
- ○ 2001
- ○ 2002
- ○ 2003
- ○ 2004
- ○ 2005
- ○ 2006
- ○ 2007
- ○ 2008
- ○ 2009
- ○ 2010
- ○ 2011
75 [Ipcohabityr] In what year did you and your life partner start living together?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was '4 Living with a life partner' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose **only one** of the following:

- ○ 1998 or earlier
- ○ 1999
- ○ 2000
- ○ 2001
- ○ 2002
- ○ 2003
- ○ 2004
- ○ 2005
- ○ 2006
- ○ 2007
- ○ 2008
- ○ 2009
- ○ 2010
- ○ 2011
- ○ 2012
76 [lpjewpars] Was your life partner raised by...
Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 4 'Living with a life partner' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')
Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- Two Jews
- A Jew and a non-Jew
- Two non-Jews
- A Jew
- A non-Jew

77 [lpjewraised] Was your life partner raised...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 4 'Living with a life partner' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')
Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- Jewish
- Christian
- No religion
- Other
78 [lpjew] Is your life partner currently...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 4'Living with a life partner' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""

- ○ Jewish
- ○ Christian
- ○ No religion
- ○ Other

79 [lpBRI] Has your partner ever gone on a Birthright Israel trip?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* 

-------- Scenario 1 --------

Answer was 4'Living with a life partner' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 1'Jewish' at question '78 [lpjew]' (Is your life partner currently...)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Answer was 4'Living with a life partner' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 1'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '76 [lpjewpars]' (Was your life partner raised by...) and Answer was 2'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '76 [lpjewpars]' (Was your life partner raised by...) and Answer was 4'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '76 [lpjewpars]' (Was your life partner raised by...)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("

- ○ Yes
- ○ No
- ○ Don’t know
80 [lpmeet] Thinking back to when you first met your life partner, would you say that the two of you met in a Jewish setting?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 4'Living with a life partner' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('●)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('●)

- ● Yes
- ● No
- ● Unsure if Jewish setting
- ● Don’t remember

81 [lpmeet2] How did you first meet your life partner?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 4'Living with a life partner' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please write your answer here:

82 [partner] Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 5'Never Married' or 'Separated / divorced' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 6'Never Married' or 'Separated / divorced' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 7'Never Married' or 'Separated / divorced' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('●)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('●)

- ● Yes
- ● No
83 [sojewpars] Was your significant other raised by...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 'Yes' at question '82 [partner]' (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ☐ Two Jews
- ☐ A Jew and a non-Jew
- ☐ Two non-Jews
- ☐ A Jew
- ☐ A non-Jew

84 [sojewraised] Was your significant other raised...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 'Yes' at question '82 [partner]' (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ☐ Jewish
- ☐ Christian
- ☐ No religion
- ☐ Other
85 [sojew] Is your significant other currently...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1 'Yes' at question '82 [partner]' (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (’)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (’)

- ☐ Jewish
- ☐ Christian
- ☐ No religion
- ☐ Other

86 [soBRI] Has your significant other ever gone on a Birthright Israel trip?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
*

-------- Scenario 1 --------

Answer was 1 'Yes' at question '82 [partner]' (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?) and Answer was 1 'Jewish' at question '85 [sojew]' (Is your significant other currently...)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Answer was 1 'Yes' at question '82 [partner]' (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?) and Answer was 1 'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '83 [sojewpars]' (Was your significant other raised by...) and Answer was 2 'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '83 [sojewpars]' (Was your significant other raised by...) and Answer was 4 'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '83 [sojewpars]' (Was your significant other raised by...)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (’)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (’)

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No
- ☐ Don’t know
87 [soMeet] Thinking back to when you first met your significant other, would you say that the two of you met in a Jewish setting?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1 'Yes' at question '82 [partner]' (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No
- ☐ Unsure if Jewish setting
- ☐ Don't remember

88 [soMeet2] How did you first meet your significant other?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1 'Yes' at question '82 [partner]' (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?)

Please write your answer here:

89 [socohabit] Are you currently living with your significant other?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1 'Yes' at question '82 [partner]' (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No
90 [socohabityr] In what year did you start living with your significant other?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1'Yes' at question '82 [partner]' (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?) and Answer was 1'Yes' at question '89 [socohabit]' (Are you currently living with your significant other?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- [ ] 1998 or earlier
- [ ] 1999
- [ ] 2000
- [ ] 2001
- [ ] 2002
- [ ] 2003
- [ ] 2004
- [ ] 2005
- [ ] 2006
- [ ] 2007
- [ ] 2008
- [ ] 2009
- [ ] 2010
- [ ] 2011
- [ ] 2012
91 [dates] In the past year, how many of the people that you dated were Jewish?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

* Answer was 5'Never Married' or 'Separated / divorced' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

and

Answer was 6'Never Married' or 'Separated / divorced' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

and

Answer was 7'Never Married' or 'Separated / divorced' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

and

Answer was 2'No' at question '82 [partner]' (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (''

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (''

- ○ Did not date
- ○ None
- ○ A few
- ○ Half
- ○ Most
- ○ All

92 [datesite] In the past year have you used any online dating websites?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

* Answer was 5'Never Married' or 'Separated / divorced' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

and

Answer was 6'Never Married' or 'Separated / divorced' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

and

Answer was 7'Never Married' or 'Separated / divorced' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

and

Answer was 2'No' at question '82 [partner]' (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (''

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (''

- ○ Yes
- ○ No
93 [datesitetxt] Which websites?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1 'Yes' at question '92 [datesite]' (In the past year have you used any online dating websites?)

Please write your answer here:

94 [imdatejew] How important is it to you to date other Jews?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 2 'No' at question '82 [partner]' (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (”)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (”)

- ☐ Not important
- ☐ A little important
- ☐ Somewhat important
- ☐ Very important

95 [impReMrryJew] How important is it to you to marry someone Jewish?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 5 'Separated / divorced' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 6 'Separated / divorced' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (”)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (”)

- ☐ Not important
- ☐ A little important
- ☐ Somewhat important
- ☐ Very important
- ☐ I don't plan on getting re-married
96 [impMrryJew]How important is it to you to marry someone Jewish?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 7 'Never Married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Not important
- A little important
- Somewhat important
- Very important

97 [kids]How many children do you have, if any?

Please choose only one of the following:

- 0
- 1
- 2
- 3
- 4 or more
98 [kidgender] Is your oldest child...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Your kid is 0 and Answer was 1'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ Female
- ☐ Male

99 [kidyr] In what year was your oldest child born?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ 2000 or before
- ☐ 2001
- ☐ 2002
- ☐ 2003
- ☐ 2004
- ☐ 2005
- ☐ 2006
- ☐ 2007
- ☐ 2008
- ☐ 2009
- ☐ 2010
- ☐ 2011
- ☐ 2012
100 [boyjewcer] Did you have a Jewish naming ceremony or Jewish circumcision for him?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Your kid is 0 and Answer was 1'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was M'Male' at question '98 [kidgender]' (Is your oldest child...)

Please choose only one of the following:

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No

101 [girljewcer] Did you have a Jewish naming ceremony for her?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Your kid is 0 and Answer was 1'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was F'Female' at question '98 [kidgender]' (Is your oldest child...)

Please choose only one of the following:

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No
102 [relkid] Are you raising your oldest child...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 1'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ☐ Jewish
- ☐ Christian
- ☐ No religion
- ☐ Have not decided yet
- ☐ Other

103 [kidcare] During the 2010/2011 school year, did your oldest child attend (full or part-time) daycare, nursery school or preschool?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 1'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 10'2006' or '2007' or '2008' or '2009' or '2010' or '2011' at question '99 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 11'2006' or '2007' or '2008' or '2009' or '2010' or '2011' at question '99 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 12'2006' or '2007' or '2008' or '2009' or '2010' or '2011' at question '99 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 7'2006' or '2007' or '2008' or '2009' or '2010' or '2011' at question '99 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 8'2006' or '2007' or '2008' or '2009' or '2010' or '2011' at question '99 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No
104 [kidjewcare] During the 2010/2011 school year, did your child attend a Jewish daycare, nursery school or preschool?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 1'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was Y'Yes' at question '103 [kidcare]' (During the 2010/2011 school year, did your oldest child attend (full or part-time) daycare, nursery school or preschool?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No

105 [kidjewschl] During the 2010/2011 school year, did your oldest child attend...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 1'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 1'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' at question '99 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 2'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' at question '99 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 3'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' at question '99 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 4'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' at question '99 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 5'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' at question '99 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 6'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' at question '99 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?)

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

Jewish day school?
- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No

Jewish supplementary school, like Hebrew or Sunday school?
- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No
106 [kidcamp] In summer 2011, did your oldest child attend a residential (overnight) camp?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 1’1’ or ‘2’ or ‘3’ or ‘4 or more’ at question ‘97 [kids]’ (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2’1’ or ‘2’ or ‘3’ or ‘4 or more’ at question ‘97 [kids]’ (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3’1’ or ‘2’ or ‘3’ or ‘4 or more’ at question ‘97 [kids]’ (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4’1’ or ‘2’ or ‘3’ or ‘4 or more’ at question ‘97 [kids]’ (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 1’2000 or before’ or ‘2001’ or ‘2002’ or ‘2003’ at question ‘99 [kidyr]’ (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 2’2000 or before’ or ‘2001’ or ‘2002’ or ‘2003’ at question ‘99 [kidyr]’ (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 3’2000 or before’ or ‘2001’ or ‘2002’ or ‘2003’ at question ‘99 [kidyr]’ (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 4’2000 or before’ or ‘2001’ or ‘2002’ or ‘2003’ at question ‘99 [kidyr]’ (In what year was your oldest child born?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No

107 [kidjewcamp] Is this a Jewish camp?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 1’1’ or ‘2’ or ‘3’ or ‘4 or more’ at question ‘97 [kids]’ (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2’1’ or ‘2’ or ‘3’ or ‘4 or more’ at question ‘97 [kids]’ (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3’1’ or ‘2’ or ‘3’ or ‘4 or more’ at question ‘97 [kids]’ (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4’1’ or ‘2’ or ‘3’ or ‘4 or more’ at question ‘97 [kids]’ (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was Y’Yes’ at question ‘106 [kidcamp]’ (In summer 2011, did your oldest child attend a residential (overnight) camp?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No
108 [kiddaycamp] In summer 2011, did your child attend a day camp?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 1'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 1'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' or '2006' or '2007' or '2008' at question '99 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 2'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' or '2006' or '2007' or '2008' at question '99 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 3'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' or '2006' or '2007' or '2008' at question '99 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 4'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' or '2006' or '2007' or '2008' at question '99 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 5'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' or '2006' or '2007' or '2008' at question '99 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 6'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' or '2006' or '2007' or '2008' at question '99 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 7'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' or '2006' or '2007' or '2008' at question '99 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 8'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' or '2006' or '2007' or '2008' at question '99 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 9'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' or '2006' or '2007' or '2008' at question '99 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No

109 [kidjewdaycamp] Is this a Jewish camp?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 1'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was Y'Yes' at question '108 [kiddaycamp]' (In summer 2011, did your child attend a day camp?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No
110 [impjewkid] Thinking about the future, how important is it to you to raise your children Jewish?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 0'0' at question '97 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ○ Not important
- ○ A little important
- ○ Somewhat important
- ○ Very important
- ○ I don’t plan on having children

Your Views

111 [YV boiler] Next, we will ask you some questions about your views.

112 [poliscale] In terms of political views, people often classify themselves as "liberal" or "conservative." Where would you place yourself on this scale?

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""
113 [occupysupp] Do you consider yourself to be...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Your Random10 is 1

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ☐ a supporter of the Occupy Wall Street movement
- ☐ an opponent of the Occupy Wall Street movement
- ☐ Neither

114 [occupyopp] Do you consider yourself to be...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Your Random10 is 0

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ☐ an opponent of the Occupy Wall Street movement
- ☐ a supporter of the Occupy Wall Street movement
- ☐ Neither
115 [connection] To what extent do you...

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Not at all</th>
<th>A little</th>
<th>Somewhat</th>
<th>Very much</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feel a connection to Jewish history?</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feel a connection to Israel?</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feel part of a worldwide Jewish community?</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feel a connection to the Jewish community where you live?</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feel a connection to Jewish customs and traditions?</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feel a connection to your Jewish peers?</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Activities

116 [Actboiler] Now, we will ask you a few questions about your activities.

117 [Shabbat] In the past year, how often have you had or attended a special meal on Shabbat?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- □ Never
- □ Sometimes
- □ Usually
- □ Always

118 [hebrew] If you were asked to read a text in Hebrew, how much would you understand?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- □ Don’t know Hebrew alphabet at all
- □ Can read the letters, but not understand the words
- □ Some of what I read
- □ Most of what I read
- □ Everything I read
119 [Irnhew] Please briefly describe the setting or settings in which you learned Hebrew.

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was A2 'Some of what I read' or 'Most of what I read' or 'Everything I read' or 'Can read the letters, but not understand the words' at question '118 [hebrew]' (If you were asked to read a text in Hebrew, how much would you understand?).
and Answer was A3 'Some of what I read' or 'Most of what I read' or 'Everything I read' or 'Can read the letters, but not understand the words' at question '118 [hebrew]' (If you were asked to read a text in Hebrew, how much would you understand?).
and Answer was A4 'Some of what I read' or 'Most of what I read' or 'Everything I read' or 'Can read the letters, but not understand the words' at question '118 [hebrew]' (If you were asked to read a text in Hebrew, how much would you understand?).
and Answer was A5 'Some of what I read' or 'Most of what I read' or 'Everything I read' or 'Can read the letters, but not understand the words' at question '118 [hebrew]' (If you were asked to read a text in Hebrew, how much would you understand?).

Please write your answer here:

120 [Service] In the past year how often, if at all, have you attended some type of organized Jewish religious service?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('').

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('').

- Never
- Once
- Two or three times
- Every few months
- About once a month
- Two or three times a month
- Once a week or more
121 [jewelservice] To what extent do you feel confident that you can follow along in a Jewish religious service?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- [ ] Not at all
- [ ] A little
- [ ] Somewhat
- [ ] Very much

122 [Donate] In the past year, did you make any charitable contributions to any cause or organization?

Please choose only one of the following:

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No

123 [DonateJew] In the past year, what portion of your charitable giving was to Jewish or Israeli organizations or causes?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

* Answer was "Yes" at question 122 [Donate] (In the past year, did you make any charitable contributions to any cause or organization?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- [ ] None
- [ ] Less than half
- [ ] About half
- [ ] Most
- [ ] All
124 [Vol] In the past year, how often have you done any volunteer activities? For example, things like coaching, political organizing, or working in a soup kitchen?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (")

- Never
- Once
- 2-3 times
- Every few months
- Once a month
- More than once a month

125 [Voljew] In the past year, what portion of your volunteer work was under Jewish sponsorship?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was A2'Once' at question '124 [Vol]' (In the past year, how often have you done any volunteer activities? For example, things like coaching, political organizing, or working in a soup kitchen?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (")

- None
- A little
- About half
- Most
- All
126 [syn] Do you belong to a synagogue, temple, minyan, havurah, or other Jewish congregation where you currently live?

Please choose **only one** of the following:

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No

127 [jewholi] In the past year, did you do anything to celebrate...

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rosh Hashanah</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sukkot</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simchat</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torah</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanukkah</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tu B'Shevat</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purim</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passover</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yom Ha'atzmaut (Israel Independence day)</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shavuot</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Thinking About Israel**

128 [TAlboiler] The following section will ask you a few questions about your thoughts on Israel.
129 [News] In the past month, how often have you actively sought news about Israel? Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (")

- ☐ Never
- ☐ Once
- ☐ Once a week
- ☐ Every few days
- ☐ Once a day
- ☐ Several times a day

130 [isrconfid] If someone asked you about the current situation in Israel, how confident do you feel in your ability to give a good explanation?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (")

- ☐ Not at all confident
- ☐ A little confident
- ☐ Somewhat confident
- ☐ Very confident
131 [westbank] As part of a permanent settlement with the Palestinians, should Israel be willing to...

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""")

- Dismantle all of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank?
- Dismantle some of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank?
- Dismantle none of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank?
- Don't know

132 [Jerusalem] In the framework of a permanent peace with the Palestinians, should Israel be willing to compromise on the status of Jerusalem as a united city under Israeli jurisdiction?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- Yes
- No
- Don't know

133 [prcplboiler] In your opinion, to what extent do each of the following countries - The United States, Israel and France - adhere to the following principles?
134 [democracy] Democracy?

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Not at all</th>
<th>A little</th>
<th>Somewhat</th>
<th>Very much</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The United States</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

135 [reelfreedom] Freedom of religion?

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Not at all</th>
<th>A little</th>
<th>Somewhat</th>
<th>Very much</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The United States</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

136 [hmnrights] Human rights?

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Not at all</th>
<th>A little</th>
<th>Somewhat</th>
<th>Very much</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The United States</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 137 [frdmexpres] Freedom of expression?

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("\(^\)")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("\(^\)")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Not at all</th>
<th>A little</th>
<th>Somewhat</th>
<th>Very much</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The United States</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 138 [advorg] Have you heard of AIPAC (American Israel Public Affairs Committee)?

Please choose only one of the following:

- ○ Yes
- ○ No

### 139 [aipac] To what extent do you support AIPAC’s mission?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was Y’Yes’ at question ‘138 [advorg]’ (Have you heard of AIPAC (American Israel Public Affairs Committee)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("\(^\)")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("\(^\)")

- ○ Not at all
- ○ A little
- ○ Somewhat
- ○ Very much
- ○ Not sure
140 [advorg2] Have you heard of J Street?

Please choose only one of the following:

- Yes
- No

141 [jstreet] To what extent do you support J Street's mission?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was Y'Yes' at question '140 [advorg2]' (Have you heard of J Street?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (’)

- Not at all
- A little
- Somewhat
- Very much
- Not sure

Israel Roster

142 [isrlvisitboiler3] This last section will ask you some questions about travel to Israel. Please count the time since you moved to Israel as your most recent "visit," and think about your prior Israel experience.

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was A3'IIsrael' at question '2 [country]' (Do you currently live in...)

143 [IRTboiler] This last section will ask you some questions about travel to Israel.

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was -oth'-The United States' or 'Canada' or 'Other' at question '2 [country]' (Do you currently live in...) and Answer was A1'The United States' or 'Canada' or 'Other' at question '2 [country]' (Do you currently live in...) and Answer was A2'The United States' or 'Canada' or 'Other' at question '2 [country]' (Do you currently live in...)
144 [1:]Did you ever go on a Taglit-Birthright Israel trip? *

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Your p/np status is 0

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No

145 [2:]Did you ever staff a Taglit-Birthright Israel trip?

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No

146 [3:]Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""")

- ☐ 0
- ☐ 1
- ☐ 2
- ☐ 3
- ☐ 4
- ☐ 5
- ☐ 6
- ☐ 7
- ☐ 8
- ☐ 9
- ☐ 10 or more
147 [isrlvisitboiler] We would like to know some details about each of your visits to Israel.

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was A3'Israel' at question '2 [country]' (Do you currently live in...) and Answer was A3'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A4'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A5'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A6'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

148 [isrlvisitboiler2] We would like to know some details about your 5 most recent visits to Israel.

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was A3'Israel' at question '2 [country]' (Do you currently live in...) and Answer was 10'6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A7'6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A8'6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A9'6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

149 [4:] In what year was that visit to Israel? (If visit spanned multiple calendar years, enter the year you ARRIVED.)

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Your p/np status is 0 and Answer was N'No' at question '144 [1:]' (Did you ever go on a Taglit-Birthright Israel trip?) and Answer was A2'1' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:
150 [5:] How long was that visit to Israel?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Your p/np status is 0 and Answer was N’No’ at question ’144 [1:]’ (Did you ever go on a Taglit-Birthright Israel trip?) and Answer was A2’1’ at question ’146 [3:]’ (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (’’)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (’’)

- ○ Two weeks or less
- ○ More than two weeks but less than a month
- ○ More than a month but less than three months
- ○ More than three months but less than nine months
- ○ More than nine months but less than one year
- ○ More than one year

151 [6:] What was the primary purpose/framework of that visit (e.g., an organized tour, a university study abroad program)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Your p/np status is 0 and Answer was N’No’ at question ’144 [1:]’ (Did you ever go on a Taglit-Birthright Israel trip?) and Answer was A2’1’ at question ’146 [3:]’ (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:
152 [4a:] Thinking back over your most recent visit to Israel, in what year was that visit to Israel? (If visit spanned multiple calendar years, enter the year you ARRIVED.)

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 10'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A3'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A4'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A5'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A6'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A7'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A8'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A9'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:
153 [5a] Thinking back to your most recent visit to Israel, how long was that visit?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

° Answer was 10'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

and Answer was A3'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A4'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

and Answer was A5'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A6'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A7'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A8'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A9'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ○ Two weeks or less
- ○ More than two weeks but less than a month
- ○ More than a month but less than three months
- ○ More than three months but less than nine months
- ○ More than nine months but less than one year
- ○ More than one year
154 [6a] Thinking back to your most recent visit to Israel, what was the primary purpose/framework of that visit (e.g., an organized tour, a university study abroad program)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

° Answer was 10'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A3'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A4'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A5'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A6'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A7'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A8'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A9'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:

155 [7] Thinking back to your next most recent visit to Israel (2 visits ago), in what year was that visit? (If visit spanned multiple calendar years, enter the year you ARRIVED.)

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

° Answer was 10'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A3'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A4'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A5'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A6'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A7'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A8'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A9'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:
156 [8]How long was this visit (2 visits ago)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was '10' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was '11' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 'A3' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 'A4' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 'A5' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 'A6' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 'A7' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 'A8' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 'A9' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- [ ] Two weeks or less
- [ ] More than two weeks but less than a month
- [ ] More than a month but less than three months
- [ ] More than three months but less than nine months
- [ ] More than nine months but less than one year
- [ ] More than one year
157 [9] What was the primary purpose/framework of this visit (e.g., an organized tour, university study abroad program)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 10'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A3'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A4'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A5'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A6'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A7'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A8'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A9'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A10'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:

158 [10] Thinking about your next most recent visit to Israel (3 visits ago), in what year was that visit? (If visit spanned multiple calendar years, enter the year you ARRIVED.)

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 10'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A3'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A4'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A5'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A6'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A7'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A8'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A9'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A10'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:
How long was this visit (3 visits ago)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

* Answer was 10'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A4'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A5'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A6'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A7'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A8'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A9'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- [ ] Two weeks or less
- [ ] More than two weeks but less than a month
- [ ] More than a month but less than three months
- [ ] More than three months but less than nine months
- [ ] More than nine months but less than one year
- [ ] More than one year

What was the primary purpose/framework of this visit (e.g., an organized tour, university study abroad program)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

* Answer was 10'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A4'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A5'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A6'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A7'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A8'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A9'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:
161 [13] Thinking about your next most recent visit to Israel (4 visits ago), in what year was that visit? (If visit spanned multiple calendar years, enter the year you ARRIVED.)

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 10'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 12'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 13'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 14'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 15'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 16'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 17'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 18'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 19'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:

162 [14]

How long was this visit (4 visits ago)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 10'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 12'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 13'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 14'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 15'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 16'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 17'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 18'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 19'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""

- ○ Two weeks or less
- ○ More than two weeks but less than a month
- ○ More than a month but less than three months
- ○ More than three months but less than nine months
- ○ More than nine months but less than one year
- ○ More than one year
163 [15]

What was the primary purpose/framework of this visit (e.g., an organized tour, university study abroad program)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 10'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A5'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A6'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A7'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A8'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A9'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A10'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:

164 [16] Thinking about your next most recent visit to Israel (5 visits ago), when was that visit? (If visit spanned multiple calendar years, enter the year you ARRIVED).

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 10'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A6'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A7'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A8'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A9'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:
165 [17]

How long was this visit (5 visits ago)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 10'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A6'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A7'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A8'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A9'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A10'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Two weeks or less
- More than two weeks but less than a month
- More than a month but less than three months
- More than three months but less than nine months
- More than nine months but less than one year
- More than one year

166 [18]

What was the primary purpose/framework of this visit (e.g., an organized tour, university study abroad program)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 10'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A6'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A7'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A8'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A9'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was A10'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:
167 [isrlother] Is there anything else you would like to add about your visit(s) to Israel?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was A1'0' at question '146 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:

**Trigger**

168 [trigger] In your life, what is the most challenging aspect of being Jewish?

Please write your answer here:

04.02.2012 – 00:06
Please fax your completed survey to: Submit your survey.
Thank you for completing this survey.
New Respondents

Thank you for participating in Brandeis University’s study of (TOKEN:ATTRIBUTE_4). This short survey will take about 12 minutes to complete and when you are done you will receive a $25 Amazon.com gift card to thank you for your time!

Your responses are very valuable - they will help Jewish organizations better understand the interests of Jewish young adults.

This survey is conducted by the Cohen Center for Modern Jewish Studies at Brandeis University. Your individual responses will be kept strictly confidential.

To begin the survey click on the "Next" button below.

If you have any questions or difficulty accessing the survey, email us at study@brandeis.edu or call Dina Bleckman at 781-736-3821.

Leonard Saxe, PhD
Director
Cohen Center for Modern Jewish Studies
Brandeis University
www.brandeis.edu/cmjs

There are 167 questions in this survey

About You

1 [AYboiler]We will start off by asking you a few questions about yourself.

2 [country]Do you currently live in...

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ○ The United States
- ○ Canada
- ○ Israel
- ○ Another country (please specify):
3 [ZIP] What is the ZIP code where you currently live?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1 'The United States' at question '2 [country]' (Do you currently live in...)

Please write your answer here:

4 [CANzip] What is the postal code where you currently live?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 2 'Canada' at question '2 [country]' (Do you currently live in...)

Please write your answer here:

5 [student] Are you currently a student in a degree-granting program at a college or university?

Please choose only one of the following:

- ○ Yes
- ○ No

6 [schooltype] What level of schooling are you currently enrolled in?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was Y 'Yes' at question '5 [student]' (Are you currently a student in a degree-granting program at a college or university?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')
Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ○ Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)
- ○ Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)
- ○ Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)
- ○ Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)
- ○ Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)
- ○ Other
7 [schoolyr] Are you currently a...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 2’Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)’ at question ‘6 [schooltype]’ (What level of schooling are you currently enrolled in?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

• ○ First year (Freshman)
• ○ Second year (Sophomore)
• ○ Third year (Junior)
• ○ Fourth year (Senior)
• ○ Other (please specify):

8 [degree] What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

• ○ High school or less
• ○ Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)
• ○ Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)
• ○ Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)
• ○ Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)
• ○ Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)
• ○ Other. Please explain
9 [sponsorattendp] As an undergraduate, did you ever attend events sponsored by:

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

-------- Scenario 1 --------

Answer was 1 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' at question '6 [schooltype]' (What level of schooling are you currently enrolled in?) and Answer was 2 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' at question '6 [schooltype]' (What level of schooling are you currently enrolled in?)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Answer was -oth 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?) and Answer was 3 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?) and Answer was 4 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?) and Answer was 5 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?) and Answer was 6 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?)

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Don't Remember</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hillel</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chabad</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Jewish fraternity or sorority (e.g., AEPI)</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another campus-based Jewish group</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10 [sponsorattendpothtxt] What was this other campus-based Jewish group?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 1'Yes' at question 9 [sponsorattendp] (As an undergraduate, did you ever attend events sponsored by: (Another campus-based Jewish group))

Please write your answer here:

11 [jwstcourse] As an undergraduate, did you take any courses specifically focusing on Israel or on Jewish subjects, such as Jewish history, the Holocaust, or Hebrew?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
°

-------- Scenario 1 --------

Answer was 1 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?) and Answer was 2 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?) and Answer was 3 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?) and Answer was 4 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?) and Answer was 5 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?) and Answer was 6 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' or 'Masters degree (MA, MBA, MSW, etc.)' or 'Professional degree (JD, MD, etc.)' or 'Doctoral degree (PhD, etc.)' or 'Other' at question '8 [degree]' (What is the last grade or level of schooling you have completed?)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Answer was 1 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' at question '6 [schooltype]' (What level of schooling are you currently enrolled in?) and Answer was 2 'Associates degree (AA, AN, etc.)' or 'Bachelors degree (BA, BS, etc.)' at question '6 [schooltype]' (What level of schooling are you currently enrolled in?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No
- ☐ Don't Remember
12 [jnnow] Do you consider yourself to be...

Please choose **only one** of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""")

- ○ Secular/Culturally Jewish
- ○ Just Jewish
- ○ Reform
- ○ Conservative
- ○ Reconstructionist
- ○ Orthodox
- ○ No religion
- ○ Other

13 [relobserve] Do you consider yourself...

Please choose **only one** of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""")

- ○ Very religiously observant
- ○ Somewhat religiously observant
- ○ A little religiously observant
- ○ Not at all religiously observant
14 [livestandard] Which of the following words or phrases best describes your standard of living?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ○ Prosperous
- ○ Living very comfortably
- ○ Living reasonably comfortably
- ○ Just getting along
- ○ Nearly poor
- ○ Poor

Your Upbringing

15 [YUboiler] Now we will ask you a few questions about your upbringing.

16 [birthcountry] In what country were you born?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ○ The United States
- ○ Canada
- ○ Israel
- ○ The Former Soviet Union
- ○ Other
17 [language] What languages were spoken in your home while you were growing up (check all that apply)?

Please choose all that apply:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ☐ English
- ☐ French
- ☐ Hebrew
- ☐ Russian
- ☐ Spanish
- ☐ Other:

18 [JRaised] Were you raised...

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ☐ Secular/Culturally Jewish
- ☐ Just Jewish
- ☐ Reform
- ☐ Conservative
- ☐ Reconstructionist
- ☐ Orthodox
- ☐ No religion
- ☐ Other
19 [ParIntmar] Were you raised by...

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (’’)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (”)

- ○ Two Jews
- ○ A Jew and a non-Jew
- ○ Two non-Jews
- ○ A Jew
- ○ A non-Jew

20 [Onejewpar] Was the Jewish person who raised you...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 2’A Jew and a non-Jew’ or ’A Jew’ at question ’19 [ParIntmar]’ (Were you raised by...) and
° Answer was 4’A Jew and a non-Jew’ or ’A Jew’ at question ’19 [ParIntmar]’ (Were you raised by...)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ○ Female
- ○ Male

21 [HSritual] During your high school years, did...

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (’’)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (”)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Someone in your home regularly light Shabbat candles?</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your family regularly have a special Shabbat meal?</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your family hold or attend a Seder?</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your family celebrate Hannukah?</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Your family keep kosher at home?</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
22 [SunSchoolYN] During grades 1-12, did you ever attend a supplementary Jewish school, like Hebrew or Sunday school?

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No

23 [SunSchoolYrs] For how many years did you attend such a school?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 'Yes' at question '22 [SunSchoolYN]' (During grades 1-12, did you ever attend a supplementary Jewish school, like Hebrew or Sunday school?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ 1 or less
- ☐ 2
- ☐ 3
- ☐ 4
- ☐ 5
- ☐ 6
- ☐ 7
- ☐ 8
- ☐ 9
- ☐ 10
- ☐ 11
- ☐ 12 or more
24 [DaySchoolYN] During grades 1-12, did you ever attend a full time Jewish day school?

Please choose only one of the following:

- ○ Yes
- ○ No

25 [DaySchoolYrs] For how many years did you attend such a school?

**Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:**
* Answer was 'Yes' at question '24 [DaySchoolYN]' (During grades 1-12, did you ever attend a full time Jewish day school?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ○ 1 or less
- ○ 2
- ○ 3
- ○ 4
- ○ 5
- ○ 6
- ○ 7
- ○ 8
- ○ 9
- ○ 10
- ○ 11
- ○ 12 or more
26 [HSfriends] During your high school years, how many of your close friends were Jewish?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ○ None
- ○ A few
- ○ Half
- ○ Most
- ○ All

27 [Bmitz] Did you have a bar/bat mitzvah ceremony?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ○ Yes, at age 12 or 13
- ○ Yes, at age 14 or later
- ○ No

28 [Camp] Did you attend an overnight camp that had Shabbat services or a Jewish educational program while growing up?

Please choose only one of the following:

- ○ Yes
- ○ No
29 [campyrs] For how many years did you attend such a camp?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 'Yes' at question '28 [Camp]' (Did you attend an overnight camp that had Shabbat services or a Jewish educational program while growing up?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ○ 1 or less
- ○ 2
- ○ 3
- ○ 4
- ○ 5
- ○ 6
- ○ 7
- ○ 8 or more years

30 [YouthGroup] During your high school years, were you a member of a Jewish youth group?

Please choose only one of the following:

- ○ Yes
- ○ No
31 [YouthGroupList] What group was that?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 'Yes' at question '30 [YouthGroup]' (During your high school years, were you a member of a Jewish youth group?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (*)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (*)

- ☐ BBYO (Formerly the B’nai B’rith Youth Organization)
- ☐ NFTY (North American Federation of Temple Youth)
- ☐ USY (United Synagogue Youth)
- ☐ NCSY (Formerly the National Conference of Synagogue Youth)
- ☐ Young Judea
- ☐ Other

People in Your Life

32 [PLboiler] The next section will ask you questions about people in your life.

33 [friends] How many of your close friends are Jewish?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (*)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (*)

- ☐ None
- ☐ A few
- ☐ Half
- ☐ Most
- ☐ All
34 [married] What is your marital status?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (”)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (”)

- ☐ Never Married
- ☐ Engaged to be married
- ☐ Living with a life partner
- ☐ Married
- ☐ In a civil union
- ☐ Separated / divorced
- ☐ Widowed
35 [mardate] In what year did you and your spouse get married?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

* Answer was 1 'Married' or 'In a civil union' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2 'Married' or 'In a civil union' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 6 'Married' or 'In a civil union' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- [ ] 1998 or earlier
- [ ] 1999
- [ ] 2000
- [ ] 2001
- [ ] 2002
- [ ] 2003
- [ ] 2004
- [ ] 2005
- [ ] 2006
- [ ] 2007
- [ ] 2008
- [ ] 2009
- [ ] 2010
- [ ] 2011
- [ ] 2012
36 [fsmardate] In what year did you and your former spouse get married?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 5 'Separated / divorced' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ○ 1998 or earlier
- ○ 1999
- ○ 2000
- ○ 2001
- ○ 2002
- ○ 2003
- ○ 2004
- ○ 2005
- ○ 2006
- ○ 2007
- ○ 2008
- ○ 2009
- ○ 2010
- ○ 2011

37 [cohabit] Prior to marrying your spouse, did you live together for any length of time?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1 'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2 'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ○ Yes
- ○ No
38 [cohabityr] In what year did you and your spouse start living together?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
- Answer was 'Yes' at question '37 [cohabit]' (Prior to marrying your spouse, did you live together for any length of time?)

Please choose **only one** of the following:

- ○ 1998 or earlier
- ○ 1999
- ○ 2000
- ○ 2001
- ○ 2002
- ○ 2003
- ○ 2004
- ○ 2005
- ○ 2006
- ○ 2007
- ○ 2008
- ○ 2009
- ○ 2010
- ○ 2011
- ○ 2012
39 [rabbı]Did any of the following officiate at your wedding ceremony? Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1'Married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A rabbi or cantor</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A non-Jewish clergy member</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A non-religious officiant, such as a justice of the peace or a friend</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another type of officiant</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

40 [RabbiWhat]What type of officiant was that?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1'Yes' at question '39 [rabbı]' (Did any of the following officiate at your wedding ceremony?)

Please write your answer here:

41 [spjewpars]Was your spouse raised by.....

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1'In a civil union' or 'Married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2'In a civil union' or 'Married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (')

- ☐ Two Jews
- ☐ A Jew and a non-Jew
- ☐ Two non-Jews
- ☐ A Jew
- ☐ A non-Jew
42 [spjewraised] Was your spouse raised...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1 'In a civil union' or 'Married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2 'In a civil union' or 'Married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ☐ Jewish
- ☐ Christian
- ☐ No religion
- ☐ Other

43 [spjew] Is your spouse currently...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1 'In a civil union' or 'Married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2 'In a civil union' or 'Married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ☐ Jewish
- ☐ Christian
- ☐ No religion
- ☐ Other
44 [spconvert] Did you spouse formally convert to Judaism?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 'Christian' or 'No religion' or 'Other' at question '42 [spjewraised]' (Was your spouse raised...) and Answer was 2 'Christian' or 'No religion' or 'Other' at question '42 [spjewraised]' (Was your spouse raised...) and Answer was 4 'Christian' or 'No religion' or 'Other' at question '42 [spjewraised]' (Was your spouse raised...) and Answer was 1 'Jewish' at question '43 [spjew]' (Is your spouse currently...)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

• ○ Yes
• ○ No
45 [spconvertyr] What year did that conversion take place? Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1'Yes' at question '44 [spconvert]' (Did you spouse formally convert to Judaism?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ○ 1998 or earlier
- ○ 1999
- ○ 2000
- ○ 2001
- ○ 2002
- ○ 2003
- ○ 2004
- ○ 2005
- ○ 2006
- ○ 2007
- ○ 2008
- ○ 2009
- ○ 2010
- ○ 2011
- ○ 2012
46 [spBRI] Has your spouse ever gone on a Birthright Israel trip? Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

*-------- Scenario 1 --------*

Answer was 1 'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '41 [spjewpars]' (Was your spouse raised by…..) and Answer was 2 'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '41 [spjewpars]' (Was your spouse raised by…..) and Answer was 4 'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '41 [spjewpars]' (Was your spouse raised by…..)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Answer was 1 'Jewish' at question '43 [spjew]' (Is your spouse currently….)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (’’)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (’’)

• ○ Yes
• ○ No

47 [spMeet] Thinking back to when you first met your spouse, would you say that the two of you met in a Jewish setting?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

* Answer was 1 'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2 'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (’’)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (’’)

• ○ Yes
• ○ No
• ○ Unsure if Jewish setting
• ○ Don’t remember
48 [spMeet2] How did you first meet your spouse?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1 'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2 'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please write your answer here:

49 [spmarsatisfy] Taking things all together, how would you describe your marriage?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1 'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2 'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ○ Very happy
- ○ Pretty happy
- ○ Somewhat happy
- ○ Not at all happy
50 [spmarfriends] Think about YOUR five closest friends other than your spouse. How many of these friends does your spouse also consider friends?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 1'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2'Married' or 'In a civil union' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (")

- ○ 0
- ○ 1
- ○ 2
- ○ 3
- ○ 4
- ○ 5
51 [fspdivyr] In what year did you and your former spouse separate? Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 5 'Separated / divorced' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose **only one** of the following:

- ⭕ 1998 or earlier
- ⭕ 1999
- ⭕ 2000
- ⭕ 2001
- ⭕ 2002
- ⭕ 2003
- ⭕ 2004
- ⭕ 2005
- ⭕ 2006
- ⭕ 2007
- ⭕ 2008
- ⭕ 2009
- ⭕ 2010
- ⭕ 2011
- ⭕ 2012
52 [fspjewpars]Was your former spouse raised by...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 5 'Separated / divorced' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- [ ] Two Jews
- [ ] A Jew and a non-Jew
- [ ] Two non-Jews
- [ ] A Jew
- [ ] A non-Jew

53 [fspjewraised]Was your former spouse raised...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 5 'Separated / divorced' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- [ ] Jewish
- [ ] Christian
- [ ] No religion
- [ ] Other
54 [fspjew] Before you separated, was your former spouse...?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 5'Separated / divorced' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ☐ Jewish
- ☐ Christian
- ☐ No religion
- ☐ Other

55 [fspouseBRI] Has your former spouse ever gone on a Birthright Israel trip?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

-------- Scenario 1 --------

Answer was 5'Separated / divorced' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 1'Jewish' at question '54 [fspjew]' (Before you separated, was your former spouse...?)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Answer was 5'Separated / divorced' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 1'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '52 [fspjewpars]' (Was your former spouse raised by...) and Answer was 2'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '52 [fspjewpars]' (Was your former spouse raised by...) and Answer was 4'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '52 [fspjewpars]' (Was your former spouse raised by...)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No
- ☐ Don’t know
56 [fspmeet] Thinking back to when you first met your former spouse, would you say that the two of you met in a Jewish setting?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was '5'Separated / divorced' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No
- ☐ Unsure if Jewish setting
- ☐ Don’t remember

57 [fspmeet2] How did you first meet your former spouse?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was '5'Separated / divorced' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please write your answer here:
58 [dspyear] In what year did your spouse pass away?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- [ ] 1998 or earlier
- [ ] 1999
- [ ] 2000
- [ ] 2001
- [ ] 2002
- [ ] 2003
- [ ] 2004
- [ ] 2005
- [ ] 2006
- [ ] 2007
- [ ] 2008
- [ ] 2009
- [ ] 2010
- [ ] 2011
- [ ] 2012
59 [dspjewpars] Was your spouse raised by...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 6’Widowed’ at question ’34 [married]’ (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (”)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (”)

- ○ Two Jews
- ○ A Jew and a non-Jew
- ○ Two non-Jews
- ○ A Jew
- ○ A non-Jew

60 [dspjewraised] Was your spouse raised...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 6’Widowed’ at question ’34 [married]’ (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (”)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (”)

- ○ Jewish
- ○ Christian
- ○ No religion
- ○ Other
61 [dspjew] As an adult, was your spouse...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 6'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")
Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ☐ Jewish
- ☐ Christian
- ☐ No religion
- ☐ Other

62 [dspouseBRI] Did your spouse ever go on a Birthright Israel trip?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
*

-------- Scenario 1 --------

Answer was 6'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 1'Jewish' at question '61 [dspjew]' (As an adult, was your spouse...)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Answer was 6'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 1'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '59 [dspjewpars]' (Was your spouse raised by...)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")
Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No
- ☐ Don't know
63 [dspemeeet] Thinking back to when you first met your spouse, would you say that the two of you met in a Jewish setting?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Yes
- No
- Unsure if Jewish setting
- Don’t remember

64 [dspmeet2] How did you first meet your spouse?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please write your answer here:

65 [fncjewpars] Was your fiancé/fiancée raised by...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 'Engaged to be married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Two Jews
- A Jew and a non-Jew
- Two non-Jews
- A Jew
- A non-Jew
66 [fncjewraised] Was your fiancé/fiancée raised...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 3 'Engaged to be married' at question ’34 [married]’ (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (")

- ○ Jewish
- ○ Christian
- ○ No religion
- ○ Other

67 [fncjew] Is your fiancé/fiancée currently...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 3 'Engaged to be married' at question ’34 [married]’ (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (")

- ○ Jewish
- ○ Christian
- ○ No religion
- ○ Other
68 [fncBRI] Has your fiancé/fiancée ever gone on a Birthright Israel trip?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

* 

-------- Scenario 1 --------

Answer was 3 'Engaged to be married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 1 'Jewish' at question '67 [fncjew]' (Is your fiancé/fiancée currently...)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Answer was 3 'Engaged to be married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 1 'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '65 [fncjewpars]' (Was your fiancé/fiancée raised by...) and Answer was 2 'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '65 [fncjewpars]' (Was your fiancé/fiancée raised by...) and Answer was 4 'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '65 [fncjewpars]' (Was your fiancé/fiancée raised by...)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ○ Yes
- ○ No
- ○ Don’t know

69 [fncmeet] Thinking back to when you first met your fiancé/fiancée, would you say that the two of you met in a Jewish setting?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

* Answer was 3 'Engaged to be married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ○ Yes
- ○ No
- ○ Unsure if Jewish setting
- ○ Don’t remember
70 [fncmeet2] How did you first meet your fiancé/fiancée?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 3’Engaged to be married’ at question ’34 [married]’ (What is your marital status?)

Please write your answer here:

71 [fnccohabit] Are you currently living with your fiancé/fiancée?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 3’Engaged to be married’ at question ’34 [married]’ (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No
72 [fnccohabityr] In what year did you and your fiancé/fiancée start living together?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 3 'Engaged to be married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 1 'Yes' at question '71 [fnccohabit]' (Are you currently living with your fiancé/fiancée?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ○ 1998 or earlier
- ○ 1999
- ○ 2000
- ○ 2001
- ○ 2002
- ○ 2003
- ○ 2004
- ○ 2005
- ○ 2006
- ○ 2007
- ○ 2008
- ○ 2009
- ○ 2010
- ○ 2011
- ○ 2012
In what year did you and your life partner start living together? Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

* Answer was 4"Living with a life partner" at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ○ 1998 or earlier
- ○ 1999
- ○ 2000
- ○ 2001
- ○ 2002
- ○ 2003
- ○ 2004
- ○ 2005
- ○ 2006
- ○ 2007
- ○ 2008
- ○ 2009
- ○ 2010
- ○ 2011
- ○ 2012
74 [lpjewpars] Was your life partner raised by...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 4 'Living with a life partner' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")
Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (")

- Two Jews
- A Jew and a non-Jew
- Two non-Jews
- A Jew
- A non-Jew

75 [lpjewraised] Was your life partner raised...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 4 'Living with a life partner' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")
Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (")

- Jewish
- Christian
- No religion
- Other
76 [lpjew] Is your life partner currently...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 4'Living with a life partner' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ☐ Jewish
- ☐ Christian
- ☐ No religion
- ☐ Other

77 [lpBRI] Has your partner ever gone on a Birthright Israel trip?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

* Scenario 1

Answer was 4'Living with a life partner' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 1'Jewish' at question '76 [lpjew]' (Is your life partner currently...)

------- or Scenario 2 -------

Answer was 4'Living with a life partner' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 1'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '74 [lpjewpars]' (Was your life partner raised by...) and Answer was 2'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '74 [lpjewpars]' (Was your life partner raised by...) and Answer was 4'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '74 [lpjewpars]' (Was your life partner raised by...)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No
- ☐ Don’t know
78 [lpmeet] Thinking back to when you first met your life partner, would you say that the two of you met in a Jewish setting?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 4'Living with a life partner' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ○ Yes
- ○ No
- ○ Unsure if Jewish setting
- ○ Don’t remember

79 [lpmeet2] How did you first meet your life partner?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 4'Living with a life partner' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please write your answer here:

80 [partner] Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 5'Never Married' or 'Separated / divorced' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 6'Never Married' or 'Separated / divorced' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 7'Never Married' or 'Separated / divorced' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ○ Yes
- ○ No
81 [sojewpars] Was your significant other raised by...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1’Yes’ at question ‘80 [partner]’ (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- □ Two Jews
- □ A Jew and a non-Jew
- □ Two non-Jews
- □ A Jew
- □ A non-Jew

82 [sojewraised] Was your significant other raised...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1’Yes’ at question ‘80 [partner]’ (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- □ Jewish
- □ Christian
- □ No religion
- □ Other
83 [sojew] Is your significant other currently...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 1'Yes' at question '80 [partner]' (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("

- ○ Jewish
- ○ Christian
- ○ No religion
- ○ Other

84 [soBRI] Has your significant other ever gone on a Birthright Israel trip?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
°

-------- Scenario 1 --------

Answer was 1'Yes' at question '80 [partner]' (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?) and Answer was 1'Jewish' at question '83 [sojew]' (Is your significant other currently...)

-------- or Scenario 2 --------

Answer was 1'Yes' at question '80 [partner]' (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?) and Answer was 1'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '81 [sojewpars]' (Was your significant other raised by...) and Answer was 2'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '81 [sojewpars]' (Was your significant other raised by...) and Answer was 4'Two Jews' or 'A Jew and a non-Jew' or 'A Jew' at question '81 [sojewpars]' (Was your significant other raised by...)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("

- ○ Yes
- ○ No
- ○ Don't know
85 [soMeet] Thinking back to when you first met your significant other, would you say that the two of you met in a Jewish setting?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1 'Yes' at question '80 [partner]' (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No
- [ ] Unsure if Jewish setting
- [ ] Don’t remember

86 [soMeet2] How did you first meet your significant other?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1 'Yes' at question '80 [partner]' (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?)

Please write your answer here:

87 [socohabit] Are you currently living with your significant other?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1 'Yes' at question '80 [partner]' (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No
88 [socohabityr] In what year did you start living with your significant other?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was '1'Yes' at question '80 [partner]' (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?) and Answer was '1'Yes' at question '87 [socohab]’ (Are you currently living with your significant other?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ○ 1998 or earlier
- ○ 1999
- ○ 2000
- ○ 2001
- ○ 2002
- ○ 2003
- ○ 2004
- ○ 2005
- ○ 2006
- ○ 2007
- ○ 2008
- ○ 2009
- ○ 2010
- ○ 2011
- ○ 2012
89 [dates]In the past year, how many of the people that you dated were Jewish?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 5'Never Married' or 'Separated / divorced' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 6'Never Married' or 'Separated / divorced' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 7'Never Married' or 'Separated / divorced' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2'No' at question '80 [partner]' (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (")

• ○ Did not date
• ○ None
• ○ A few
• ○ Half
• ○ Most
• ○ All

90 [datesite]In the past year have you used any online dating websites?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 5'Never Married' or 'Separated / divorced' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 6'Never Married' or 'Separated / divorced' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 7'Never Married' or 'Separated / divorced' or 'Widowed' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 2'No' at question '80 [partner]' (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (")

• ○ Yes
• ○ No
91 [datesitetxt] Which websites?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1 'Yes' at question 90 [datesite] (In the past year have you used any online dating websites?)

Please write your answer here:

92 [impdatejew] How important is it to you to date other Jews?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 2 'No' at question 80 [partner] (Do you have a significant other (e.g., boyfriend or girlfriend)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ○ Not important
- ○ A little important
- ○ Somewhat important
- ○ Very important

93 [impReMrryJew] How important is it to you to marry someone Jewish?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 5 ‘Separated / divorced’ or ‘Widowed’ at question 34 [married] (What is your marital status?) and Answer was 6 ‘Separated / divorced’ or ‘Widowed’ at question 34 [married] (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- ○ Not important
- ○ A little important
- ○ Somewhat important
- ○ Very important
- ○ I don't plan on getting re-married
94 [impMrryJew] How important is it to you to marry someone Jewish?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 'Never Married' at question '34 [married]' (What is your marital status?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')
Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ○ Not important
- ○ A little important
- ○ Somewhat important
- ○ Very important

95 [kids] How many children do you have, if any?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')
Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ○ 0
- ○ 1
- ○ 2
- ○ 3
- ○ 4 or more
96 [kidgender] Is your oldest child...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1’1’ or ‘2’ or ‘3’ or ‘4 or more’ at question ‘95 [kids]’ (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2’1’ or ‘2’ or ‘3’ or ‘4 or more’ at question ‘95 [kids]’ (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3’1’ or ‘2’ or ‘3’ or ‘4 or more’ at question ‘95 [kids]’ (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4’1’ or ‘2’ or ‘3’ or ‘4 or more’ at question ‘95 [kids]’ (How many children do you have, if any?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- □ Female
- □ Male

97 [kidyr] In what year was your oldest child born?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1’1’ or ‘2’ or ‘3’ or ‘4 or more’ at question ‘95 [kids]’ (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2’1’ or ‘2’ or ‘3’ or ‘4 or more’ at question ‘95 [kids]’ (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3’1’ or ‘2’ or ‘3’ or ‘4 or more’ at question ‘95 [kids]’ (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4’1’ or ‘2’ or ‘3’ or ‘4 or more’ at question ‘95 [kids]’ (How many children do you have, if any?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- □ 2000 or before
- □ 2001
- □ 2002
- □ 2003
- □ 2004
- □ 2005
- □ 2006
- □ 2007
- □ 2008
- □ 2009
- □ 2010
- □ 2011
- □ 2012
Did you have a Jewish naming ceremony or Jewish circumcision for him?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 1'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was M'Male' at question '96 [kidgender]' (Is your oldest child...)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No

Did you have a Jewish naming ceremony for her?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 1'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was F'Female' at question '96 [kidgender]' (Is your oldest child...)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No
100 [relkid] Are you raising your oldest child...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 1'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ○ Jewish
- ○ Christian
- ○ No religion
- ○ Have not decided yet
- ○ Other

101 [kidcare] During the 2010/2011 school year, did your oldest child attend (full or part-time) daycare, nursery school or preschool?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 1'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 10'2006' or '2007' or '2008' or '2009' or '2010' or '2011' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 11'2006' or '2007' or '2008' or '2009' or '2010' or '2011' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 12'2006' or '2007' or '2008' or '2009' or '2010' or '2011' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 7'2006' or '2007' or '2008' or '2009' or '2010' or '2011' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 8'2006' or '2007' or '2008' or '2009' or '2010' or '2011' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 9'2006' or '2007' or '2008' or '2009' or '2010' or '2011' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ○ Yes
- ○ No
102 [kidjewcare] Was that a Jewish daycare, nursery school, or preschool?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was Y'Yes' at question '101 [kidcare]' (During the 2010/2011 school year, did your oldest child attend (full or part-time) daycare, nursery school or preschool?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ○ Yes
- ○ No

103 [kidjewschl] During the 2010/2011 school year, did your oldest child attend...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 1'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 2'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 3'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 4'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 5'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 6'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?)

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("/")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("/")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jewish day school?</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewish supplementary school, like Hebrew or Sunday school?</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
104 [kidcamp] In summer 2011, did your oldest child attend a residential (overnight) camp?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 1'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 1'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 2'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 3'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 4'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ○ Yes
- ○ No

105 [kidjewcamp] Is this a Jewish camp?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 1'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was Y'Yes' at question '104 [kidcamp]' (In summer 2011, did your oldest child attend a residential (overnight) camp?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ○ Yes
- ○ No
106 [kiddaycamp] In summer 2011, did your child attend a day camp?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 1'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 1'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' or '2006' or '2007' or '2008' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 2'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' or '2006' or '2007' or '2008' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 3'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' or '2006' or '2007' or '2008' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 4'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' or '2006' or '2007' or '2008' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 5'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' or '2006' or '2007' or '2008' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 6'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' or '2006' or '2007' or '2008' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 7'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' or '2006' or '2007' or '2008' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 8'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' or '2006' or '2007' or '2008' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?) and Answer was 9'2000 or before' or '2001' or '2002' or '2003' or '2004' or '2005' or '2006' or '2007' or '2008' at question '97 [kidyr]' (In what year was your oldest child born?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No

107 [kidjewdaycamp] Is this a Jewish camp?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 1'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 2'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 3'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was 4'1' or '2' or '3' or '4 or more' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?) and Answer was Y'Yes' at question '106 [kiddaycamp]' (In summer 2011, did your child attend a day camp?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No
108 [impjewkid] Thinking about the future, how important is it to you to raise your children Jewish?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 0'0' at question '95 [kids]' (How many children do you have, if any?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Not important
- A little important
- Somewhat important
- Very important
- I don’t plan on having children

Your Views

109 [YV boiler] Next, we will ask you some questions about your views.

110 [poliscale] In terms of political views, people often classify themselves as "liberal" or "conservative." Where would you place yourself on this scale?

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')
111 [occupysupp] Do you consider yourself to be...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Your random10 is 1

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (”)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (”)

- ○ A supporter of the Occupy Wall Street movement
- ○ An opponent of the Occupy Wall Street movement
- ○ Neither

112 [occupyopp] Do you consider yourself to be...

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Your random10 is 0

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (”)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (”)

- ○ An opponent of the Occupy Wall Street movement
- ○ A supporter of the Occupy Wall Street movement
- ○ Neither
113 [connection] To what extent do you...

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""")

Feel a connection to Jewish history? Not at all A little Somewhat Very much

Feel a connection to Israel?

Feel part of a worldwide Jewish community?

Feel a connection to the Jewish community where you live?

Feel a connection to Jewish customs and traditions?

Feel a connection to your Jewish peers?

Activities

114 [Actboiler] Now, we will ask you a few questions about your activities.

115 [Shabbat] In the past year, how often have you had or attended a special meal on Shabbat?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""")

-Never
- Sometimes
- Usually
- Always
116 [hebrew] If you were asked to read a text in Hebrew, how much would you understand?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- Don't know Hebrew alphabet at all
- Can read the letters, but not understand the words
- Some of what I read
- Most of what I read
- Everything I read

117 [lrnhebrew] Please briefly describe the setting or settings in which you learned Hebrew.

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 2 'Some of what I read' or 'Most of what I read' or 'Everything I read' or 'Can read the letters, but not understand the words' at question '116 [hebrew]' (If you were asked to read a text in Hebrew, how much would you understand?) and Answer was 3 'Some of what I read' or 'Most of what I read' or 'Everything I read' or 'Can read the letters, but not understand the words' at question '116 [hebrew]' (If you were asked to read a text in Hebrew, how much would you understand?) and Answer was 4 'Some of what I read' or 'Most of what I read' or 'Everything I read' or 'Can read the letters, but not understand the words' at question '116 [hebrew]' (If you were asked to read a text in Hebrew, how much would you understand?) and Answer was 5 'Some of what I read' or 'Most of what I read' or 'Everything I read' or 'Can read the letters, but not understand the words' at question '116 [hebrew]' (If you were asked to read a text in Hebrew, how much would you understand?)

Please write your answer here:
118 [Service] In the past year how often, if at all, have you attended some type of organized Jewish religious service?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""")

- □ Never
- □ Once
- □ Two or three times
- □ Every few months
- □ About once a month
- □ Two or three times a month
- □ Once a week or more

119 [jewrelservice] To what extent do you feel confident that you can follow along in a Jewish religious service?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""")

- □ Not at all
- □ A little
- □ Somewhat
- □ Very much

120 [Donate] In the past year, did you make any charitable contributions to any cause or organization?

Please choose only one of the following:

- □ Yes
- □ No
121 [DonateJew] In the past year, what portion of your charitable giving was to Jewish or Israeli organizations or causes?

**Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:**
* Answer was Y'Yes' at question '120 [Donate]' (In the past year, did you make any charitable contributions to any cause or organization?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ○ None
- ○ Less than half
- ○ About half
- ○ Most
- ○ All

122 [Vol] In the past year, how often have you done any volunteer activities? For example, things like coaching, political organizing, or working in a soup kitchen?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- ○ Never
- ○ Once
- ○ 2-3 times
- ○ Every few months
- ○ Once a month
- ○ More than once a month
123 [Voljew] In the past year, what portion of your volunteer work was under Jewish sponsorship?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
- Answer was '2' 'Once' at question '122 [Vol] ' (In the past year, how often have you done any volunteer activities? For example, things like coaching, political organizing, or working in a soup kitchen?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- None
- A little
- About half
- Most
- All

124 [syn] Do you belong to a synagogue, temple, minyan, havurah, or other Jewish congregation where you currently live?

Please choose only one of the following:

- Yes
- No
125 [jewholi] In the past year, did you do anything to celebrate...

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Holiday</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rosh Hashanah</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sukkot</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simchat Torah</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanukkah</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tu B'Shevat</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purim</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passover</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yom Ha'atzmaut (Israel Independence day)</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shavuot</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thinking About Israel

126 [TAlboiler] The following section will ask you a few questions about your thoughts on Israel.

127 [News] In the past month, how often have you actively sought news about Israel? Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (")

- Never
- Once
- Once a week
- Every few days
- Once a day
- Several times a day

128 [isrlconfid] If someone asked you about the current situation in Israel, how confident do you feel in your ability to give a good explanation?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (")

- Not at all confident
- A little confident
- Somewhat confident
- Very confident
129 [westbank] As part of a permanent settlement with the Palestinians, should Israel be willing to...

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (’’) 
Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (’’)

- □ Dismantle all of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank?
- □ Dismantle some of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank?
- □ Dismantle none of the Jewish settlements in the West Bank?
- □ Don’t know

130 [Jerusalem] In the framework of a permanent peace with the Palestinians, should Israel be willing to compromise on the status of Jerusalem as a united city under Israeli jurisdiction?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (’’) 
Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (’’)

- □ Yes
- □ No
- □ Don’t know

131 [prcplboiler] In your opinion, to what extent do each of the following countries - The United States, Israel and France - adhere to the following principles?
### 132 [democracy] Democracy?

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Not at all</th>
<th>A little</th>
<th>Somewhat</th>
<th>Very much</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The United States</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 133 [relfreedom] Freedom of religion?

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Not at all</th>
<th>A little</th>
<th>Somewhat</th>
<th>Very much</th>
<th>Don’t know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The United States</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
134 [hmnrights]Human rights?

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Not at all</th>
<th>A little</th>
<th>Somewhat</th>
<th>Very much</th>
<th>Don't know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The United States</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

135 [frdmexpres]Freedom of expression?

Please choose the appropriate response for each item:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Not at all</th>
<th>A little</th>
<th>Somewhat</th>
<th>Very much</th>
<th>Don't know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The United States</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
<td>☒</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

136 [advorg]Have you heard of AIPAC (American Israel Public Affairs Committee)?

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No
137 [aipac] To what extent do you support AIPAC's mission?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was Y 'Yes' at question '136 [advorg]' (Have you heard of AIPAC (American Israel Public Affairs Committee)?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- □ Not at all
- □ A little
- □ Somewhat
- □ Very much
- □ Not sure

138 [advorg2] Have you heard of J Street?

Please choose only one of the following:

- □ Yes
- □ No

139 [jstreet] To what extent do you support J Street's mission?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was Y 'Yes' at question '138 [advorg2]' (Have you heard of J Street?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- □ Not at all
- □ A little
- □ Somewhat
- □ Very much
- □ Not sure
Israel Roster

140 [isrlvisitboiler3]This last section will ask you some questions about travel to Israel. Please count the time since you moved to Israel as your most recent "visit," and think about your prior Israel experience.

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 3'Israel' at question '2 [country]' (Do you currently live in...)

141 [IRTboiler]This last section will ask you some questions about travel to Israel.

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was -oth-'The United States' or 'Canada' or 'Other' at question '2 [country]' (Do you currently live in...) and Answer was 1'The United States' or 'Canada' or 'Other' at question '2 [country]' (Do you currently live in...) and Answer was 2'The United States' or 'Canada' or 'Other' at question '2 [country]' (Do you currently live in...)

142 [1:]Did you ever go on a Taglit-Birthright Israel trip? *

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No

143 [2:]Did you ever staff a Taglit-Birthright Israel trip?

Please choose only one of the following:

- ☐ Yes
- ☐ No
144 [3:] Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("")

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("")

- 0
- 1
- 2
- 3
- 4
- 5
- 6
- 7
- 8
- 9
- 10 or more

145 [isrlvisitboiler] We would like to know some details about each of your visits to Israel.

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
- Answer was 3'Israel' at question '2 [country]' (Do you currently live in...)
- act was 3'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)
- Answer was 4'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)
- Answer was 5'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)
- Answer was 6'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)
- Answer was 7'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)
- Answer was 8'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)
- Answer was 9'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

146 [isrlvisitboiler2] We would like to know some details about your 5 most recent visits to Israel.

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
- Answer was 3'Israel' at question '2 [country]' (Do you currently live in...)
- Answer was 10'6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)
- Answer was 11'6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)
- Answer was 12'6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)
- Answer was 13'6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)
- Answer was 14'6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)
147 [4:] In what year was that visit to Israel? (If visit spanned multiple calendar years, enter the year you ARRIVED.)

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was N'No' at question '142 [1:]' (Did you ever go on a Taglit-Birthright Israel trip?) and Answer was 2'1' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:

148 [5:] How long was that visit to Israel?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was N'No' at question '142 [1:]' (Did you ever go on a Taglit-Birthright Israel trip?) and Answer was 2'1' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Two weeks or less
- More than two weeks but less than a month
- More than a month but less than three months
- More than three months but less than nine months
- More than nine months but less than one year
- More than one year

149 [6:] What was the primary purpose/framework of that visit (e.g., an organized tour, a university study abroad program)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was N'No' at question '142 [1:]' (Did you ever go on a Taglit-Birthright Israel trip?) and Answer was 2'1' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:
Thinking back over your most recent visit to Israel, in what year was that visit to Israel? (If visit spanned multiple calendar years, enter the year you ARRIVED.)

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 10'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 3'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 4'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 5'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 6'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 7'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 8'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 9'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:
Thinking back to your most recent visit to Israel, how long was that visit?

**Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:**

- Answer was 10'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 3'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 4'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 5'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 6'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 7'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 8'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 9'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please choose **only one** of the following:

**Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ('')**

**Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')**

- **☐ Two weeks or less**
- **☐ More than two weeks but less than a month**
- **☐ More than a month but less than three months**
- **☐ More than three months but less than nine months**
- **☐ More than nine months but less than one year**
- **☐ More than one year**
152 [6a] Thinking back to your most recent visit to Israel, what was the primary purpose/framework of that visit (e.g., an organized tour, a university study abroad program)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 10'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 3'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 4'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 5'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 6'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 7'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 8'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 9'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:

153 [7] Thinking back to your next most recent visit to Israel (2 visits ago), in what year was that visit? (If visit spanned multiple calendar years, enter the year you ARRIVED.)

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 10'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 3'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 4'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 5'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 6'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 7'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 8'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 9'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:
154 [8] How long was this visit (2 visits ago)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was '10' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was '2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (''

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ('')

- Two weeks or less
- More than two weeks but less than a month
- More than a month but less than three months
- More than three months but less than nine months
- More than nine months but less than one year
- More than one year
155 [9] What was the primary purpose/framework of this visit (e.g., an organized tour, university study abroad program)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 10'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 3'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 4'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 5'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 6'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 7'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 8'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 9'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 10'2' or '3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:

156 [10] Thinking about your next most recent visit to Israel (3 visits ago), in what year was that visit? (If visit spanned multiple calendar years, enter the year you ARRIVED.)

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 10'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 3'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 4'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 5'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 6'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 7'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 8'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 9'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:
157 [11]

How long was this visit (3 visits ago)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

- Answer was 10'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 4'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 5'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 6'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 7'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 8'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 9'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please choose only one of the following:

- Two weeks or less
- More than two weeks but less than a month
- More than a month but less than three months
- More than three months but less than nine months
- More than nine months but less than one year
- More than one year

158 [12]

What was the primary purpose/framework of this visit (e.g., an organized tour, university study abroad program)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

- Answer was 10'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 4'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 5'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 6'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 7'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 8'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 9'3' or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:
Thinking about your next most recent visit to Israel (4 visits ago), in what year was that visit? (If visit spanned multiple calendar years, enter the year you ARRIVED.)

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
° Answer was 10 or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11 or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 6 or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 7 or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 8 or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 9 or '4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:
160 [14]

How long was this visit (4 visits ago)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 10'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 12'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 13'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 14'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 15'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 16'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 17'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 18'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 19'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 20'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 21'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 22'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 23'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 24'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 ("*)

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 ("*)

- ○ Two weeks or less
- ○ More than two weeks but less than a month
- ○ More than a month but less than three months
- ○ More than three months but less than nine months
- ○ More than nine months but less than one year
- ○ More than one year

161 [15]

What was the primary purpose/framework of this visit (e.g., an organized tour, university study abroad program)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 10'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 12'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 13'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 14'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 15'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 16'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 17'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 18'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 19'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 20'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 21'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 22'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 23'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 24'4' or '5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:
162 [16] Thinking about your next most recent visit to Israel (5 visits ago), when was that visit? (If visit spanned multiple calendar years, enter the year you ARRIVED).

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 10'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 6'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 7'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 8'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 9'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:

163 [17]

How long was this visit (5 visits ago)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 10'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 6'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 7'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 8'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 9'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please choose only one of the following:

Only answer this question for the items you selected in question 0 (""'

Only answer this question for the items you did not select in question 0 (""

- ○ Two weeks or less
- ○ More than two weeks but less than a month
- ○ More than a month but less than three months
- ○ More than three months but less than nine months
- ○ More than nine months but less than one year
- ○ More than one year
164 [18]

What was the primary purpose/framework of this visit (e.g., an organized tour, university study abroad program)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 10'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 6'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 7'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 8'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 9'5' or '6' or '7' or '8' or '9' or '10 or more' at question '144 [3:]' (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:

165 [BRIstuff]During the years since your Birthright Israel trip, can you think of any decision that you made that were influenced by your experience on that trip (for example, decisions about jobs, relationships, religious observance, how you spend your free time, etc.)?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:
* Answer was 'Yes' at question '142 [1:]' (Did you ever go on a Taglit-Birthright Israel trip?)

Please write your answer here:
Is there anything else you would like to add about your visits to Israel?

Only answer this question if the following conditions are met:

* Answer was N’No’ at question ’142 [1:]’ (Did you ever go on a Taglit-Birthright Israel trip?) and Answer was 10’1’ or ’2’ or ’3’ or ’4’ or ’5’ or ’6’ or ’7’ or ’8’ or ’9’ or ’10 or more’ at question ’144 [3:]’ (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 11’1’ or ’2’ or ’3’ or ’4’ or ’5’ or ’6’ or ’7’ or ’8’ or ’9’ or ’10 or more’ at question ’144 [3:]’ (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 3’1’ or ’2’ or ’3’ or ’4’ or ’5’ or ’6’ or ’7’ or ’8’ or ’9’ or ’10 or more’ at question ’144 [3:]’ (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 1’1’ or ’2’ or ’3’ or ’4’ or ’5’ or ’6’ or ’7’ or ’8’ or ’9’ or ’10 or more’ at question ’144 [3:]’ (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 2’1’ or ’2’ or ’3’ or ’4’ or ’5’ or ’6’ or ’7’ or ’8’ or ’9’ or ’10 or more’ at question ’144 [3:]’ (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 3’1’ or ’2’ or ’3’ or ’4’ or ’5’ or ’6’ or ’7’ or ’8’ or ’9’ or ’10 or more’ at question ’144 [3:]’ (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 4’1’ or ’2’ or ’3’ or ’4’ or ’5’ or ’6’ or ’7’ or ’8’ or ’9’ or ’10 or more’ at question ’144 [3:]’ (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 5’1’ or ’2’ or ’3’ or ’4’ or ’5’ or ’6’ or ’7’ or ’8’ or ’9’ or ’10 or more’ at question ’144 [3:]’ (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 6’1’ or ’2’ or ’3’ or ’4’ or ’5’ or ’6’ or ’7’ or ’8’ or ’9’ or ’10 or more’ at question ’144 [3:]’ (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 7’1’ or ’2’ or ’3’ or ’4’ or ’5’ or ’6’ or ’7’ or ’8’ or ’9’ or ’10 or more’ at question ’144 [3:]’ (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 8’1’ or ’2’ or ’3’ or ’4’ or ’5’ or ’6’ or ’7’ or ’8’ or ’9’ or ’10 or more’ at question ’144 [3:]’ (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?) and Answer was 9’1’ or ’2’ or ’3’ or ’4’ or ’5’ or ’6’ or ’7’ or ’8’ or ’9’ or ’10 or more’ at question ’144 [3:]’ (Over the course of your life, how many times total have you visited Israel?)

Please write your answer here:
Trigger

167 [trigger]In your life, what is the most challenging aspect of being Jewish?

Please write your answer here:

04.02.2012 – 00:06
Please fax your completed survey to: Submit your survey.
Thank you for completing this survey.
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